
S
earching for a drowned horseman is never an encouraging way to

begin a three-week kayaking expedition, but the team didn’t have much choice.

As the paddlers put in to the Class V Xico River on their first day exploring the

waters of Veracruz, Mexico, officials stopped them to explain that eight days

prior a man and his steed had fallen upstream and plummeted over a

90-foot waterfall. The horse survived, the man didn’t, and the only way the kayak-

ers could start the trip was if they agreed to look for the body.

It was a fitting assignment, since the team’s mission included mapping access

points to the region’s rivers to aid future search-and-rescue operations. But altru-

ism was just part of this adventure. The Xico served as the undercard to the

main event: the legendary Rio Alseseca. Depending on your perspective,

the Alseseca is either one of the more suicidal or exciting stretches of

whitewater on the planet. One visual reminder of the danger: the
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First over
a 40-foot falls,

Ben Stookesberry
waits for his
teammates.
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crosses marking where locals had fallen

in and drowned. The river drops so rapidly

over the course of 25 miles that it seems to

stair-step off the mountain, one waterfall

after another. Though kayakers have been

exploring the Alseseca for more than a

decade, no one, it’s believed, has ever com-

pleted its entire length.

Ben Stookesberry wanted to change that.

A leader in exploratory kayaking with his No

Big Names grassroots film series, Stookes-

berry, 28, has notched more than 50 first

descents in nine countries over the past three

years. For this trip, though, he’d have plenty

of big names, pulling together a roster of

eight that included Canadian freestyle cham-

pion Nick Troutman, 18; Rafael “Rafa” Ortiz,

20, the first Mexican to compete in the World

Championships; and former Olympic slalom

paddler and current world freestyle cham-

pion Eric “EJ” Jackson, 43, owner of Jackson

Kayak, the country’s largest distributor of

whitewater boats.

The team, which began the trip with five

paddlers, never did find that drowned horse-

man, though they found plenty of trouble of

their own. Three miles downriver, with no

corpse in sight, they came to a 40-foot cas-

cade. When Phil Boyer, a 38-year-old who has

been a raft guide for more than half his life,

paddled off the four-story drop, he landed

badly and wrenched his back, an injury that

would eventually send him home a week early.

Several days later, on the Alseseca, Stookes-

berry had a similar scare. Surrounded by 150-

foot canyon walls lined with dense jungle, the

team’s only way out was a 58-foot waterfall.

The rest of the members ran it safely, but the

law of averages claimed its toll; Stookesberry

misjudged the entry, landed on his head, and

surfaced spitting up blood.

Downstream, Troutman nearly breast-

stroked into the afterlife after swimming out

of his boat below a narrow 50-foot slide. The

river tried to stuff him into a terminal under-

water cave, but instead it snatched his kayak,

a superbuoyant 8-foot-6 plastic cigar, and

sunk it for 45 minutes until Boyer finally rap-

pelled off a cliff and clipped a line to it.

As if the team’s hydraulic torment weren’t

enough, Montezuma had exacted a gruesome

and persistent revenge. By the time I dropped

in on day 10, tagging along with EJ and two

other kayaking veterans, the haggard crew

was ready for a break. Fortunately, our arrival

offered an excuse for a mellow day at the

midway point. We met in the quiet town of

Tlapacoyan, an ideal place to explore the

Alseseca because its proximity to the river

meant that the team could spend 12 hours on

the water and still get back to the hotel for

the comfort of cold showers, lumpy beds,

and toilets that lacked seats. The exuberant

Troutman, with his wispy soul patch that

looked as though it took three years to grow,

introduced himself by exclaiming, “This is the

first time in 12 days I’ve been semisolid!” The

teenager, dubbed Truchita (Spanish for “little

trout”), did a small jig, waved his hand above

his head in gastric relief, and suggested a

warm-up on the river.

T
routman’s warm-up turned

out to be a three-mile stretch of

Class IV–V whitewater that began

with a 25-foot waterfall and fea-

tured a back-breaking boulder at the bottom.

I’d run plenty of Class Vs, but never any

waterfalls. I turned to Stookesberry for

advice. I wasn’t thrilled with what I saw.

Stookesberry grew up on the flat side of

Colorado in Greeley, home of the Swift &

Company meat processing plant, where white-

water is about as easy to find as a vegetarian.

He began kayaking while studying geology

and mathematics at Western State College of

Colorado and talks groundwater flow

mechanics with the cerebral reverence of a

whitewater scientist. Like all good captains,

he leads by example. On land he’s low-key and

introspective, but on the water he’s out front

on every scout, every run. So as we prepared

for the river I was alarmed to watch him don

hard plastic body armor and a crash helmet

equipped with a full face mask — a quiet

admission that, yeah, a guy could get hurt

doing this. I decided to skip that waterfall and

instead joined the team below.

We slid our way a mile down the green

river to yet another horizon line. Boyer, pad-

dling beside me, said, “Stick to the center.”

“I don’t need to scout?” I asked.

He shook his head. “Straight down the

guts.”

I took two hard strokes and flew off my very

first 18-foot waterfall. I braced for a hard hit but

landed surprisingly gently on a pillow of white

wash. I immediately wanted to do it again.

A few minutes later we hit a Class V

S-turn rapid EJ called the Twist & Shout.

Those on the trip who had never seen the

drop scouted it, except for Jesse Coombs, a

36-year-old real estate investor from Oregon.

The winter before, he and Stookesberry spent

two months pinballing around Mexico and

South America, running some of the steepest

whitewater on the planet. Coombs, blond, with

a square jaw, carries a big reputation and was

looking to, in his words, “live the legend a lit-

tle bit.” But his decision to run the drop blind

proved to be painful hubris. He nailed the first

section beautifully, but as he braced with his

RIO ALSESECA

The expert kayak team managed to complete
13 miles — three of which were first descents.thayer walker is a San Francisco–based

writer. This is his first story for Men’s Journal.

Eric Seymour, Darin McQuoid, and Heather Herbeck hike one of the tamer sections of jungle.
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paddle, he felt a twinge. A snowboarding

injury he’d suffered in the spring hadn’t quite

healed, and his right shoulder, once again,

slipped from its socket.

He flipped over and ran the rest of the slot

upside down, his helmeted head crashing

against the river bottom. The incident wasn’t

life-threatening, just a major bummer for a

guy whose two-week part in the expedition

had just ended on the easiest stretch of white-

water, on his first day.

Aguardiente doesn’t cure shoulder injuries,

but at dinner that night EJ theorized that his

sugarcane alcohol could remedy the team’s

gastric hell. In the name of good health he

poured drinks and bellowed a toast: “Safety

first!” Coombs, crestfallen, raised a glass with

his left hand. He would leave tomorrow, but

for now he would shoot Jackson’s firewater.

A
few days later, the river

heavy with rain, the team decided

to try Tomata Falls, a daunting

64-foot waterfall that thunders a

few hundred yards from the highway. It’s not

the tallest on the river, but it is the best

known, due to its accessibility. Even so, only

a handful of groups have run it.

There is only one really good way to land

a drop of this significance — head tucked

down toward the bow of the boat, paddle

pinched along the side, with the kayak

penciling in vertically — and a lot of really bad

ones. A kayaker landing upside down, head-

first, will likely be ripped from the boat, which

can result in hyperextended knees. Internal

bleeding, as Stookesberry had discovered ear-

lier, is always a possibility. But a kayaker land-

ing flat from this height might break his back

and never walk again. So despite the cascade’s

ideal setup — a clean line into a deep, enor-

mous pool — it was still extremely dangerous.

“When you drop off a 64-foot waterfall you’re

pretty much semicontrolled debris,” said

Boyer. “You don’t have a lot of control. And

regardless of how you land, it hurts.”

As usual, Stookesberry went first. He landed

slightly sideways and got crushed by the cur-

tain water, but paddled away unscathed. Ortiz

came next. At 5-foot-4 he’s small in stature but

big in balls-out ambition. The Mexican speaks

English with a Canadian accent, thanks to sum-

mers with Troutman on the Ottawa River, and

has thick brown curly hair and a grin washed

in mischief. He first visited Tomata at age six

and considered it a rite of passage. Today he

slid over the falls, penciling in perfectly. His

line was cleaner than Stookesberry’s, but he

lost his paddle on impact and couldn’t roll up.

Stookesberry paddled over, extending the

Hand of God to help Ortiz flip. At any point on

the river this scenario could have played out in

reverse, but here it was the expedition leader

rescuing the promising pupil.

Heather Herbeck, Darin McQuoid, and

Troutman followed; EJ, Eric Seymour, and

Boyer decided to sit this one out. “There are

old pilots and there are bold pilots,” EJ, the

team’s graybeard, reasoned, “but there are no

old, bold pilots.”

That evening, in the sallow light of a

cramped hotel bedroom, talk turned to what

lay ahead. The team pored over a tattered,

water-stained topographic map while Stookes-

berry described from memory what they were

looking at. “We know it should be nice and flat

for the first 15 minutes. Then we’ll hit our first

waterfall.” Some of them anxiously traced their

fingers over three folding contour lines, each

representing 66 feet of relief. “We can’t tell if

the lines signify one drop or a series of falls,”

Stookesberry said clinically. “We hope it’s

not just one.”

T
he sting of false hope took

the form of one beautifully terrible

cataract: Big Banana Falls. The

series of navigable drops Stookes-

berry had theorized about was, in reality, a 10-

story elevator shaft. A tangle of jungle grew

“WHEN YOU DROP OFF A 64-FOOT WATERFALL,” SAYS

PHIL BOYER, “REGARDLESS OF HOW YOU LAND, IT HURTS.”

Rafa Ortiz runs
Tomata Falls,

the expedition’s
biggest descent.
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over the top of the gorge, so thick it choked out

the light, turning a sunny day to dusk. From

below, the waterfall looked as though the cen-

ter of the earth had been slashed open with a

samurai sword and was hemorrhaging

uncontrollably. From above it simply looked

unrunnable — to everybody except Stookes-

berry and Ortiz. They had to measure it.

Stookesberry tied an anchor

to a tree along the canyon

wall, 80 feet above the water-

fall, and Ortiz descended

deliberately to the lip. He

could see the rope’s halfway

mark — 115 feet — just below

him, but couldn’t see its tail

touching the surface. It was by

no means a scientific meas-

urement, but the height likely

exceeded the world record for

a descent. As Ortiz finally

hauled himself back up, his

face covered in sweat and a

twinge of disappointment, he

conceded, “It’s a lot bigger

than we thought.”

The kayakers could have

easily walked around this sec-

tion and put in under the

waterfall, but it was good form

to cover as much ground along

the river as possible. The week

before, when the team had

come to two other 100-foot waterfalls, the

members had simply jumped into the pools

below, throwing their kayaks over first. Mirac-

ulously they escaped uninjured, though

Ortiz’s boat hit the water so hard on the first

one that the support beam cracked through

the hard plastic deck.

Jumping was not an option with Big

Banana, because the canyon wall from which

the team had been scouting stood 200 feet above

the water. This time, they would rappel down,

kayaks and all — a major feat in itself. Eric Sey-

mour, 29, took the lead on the descent, and he

clipped his kayak to his life jacket instead of low-

ering it down separately, to keep it from getting

sucked under the waterfall. (“Not the best idea,”

he later reflected.) The 55-pound gear-loaded

boat served as deadweight and pulled him down

at an alarming rate. He could hardly arrest him-

self, and by the time he hit the water, friction

had burned chunks of flesh from his palm. The

rest of the team proceeded cautiously.

Once down, Stookesberry couldn’t help

feeling some regret about leaving Big Banana

unpeeled. “I wish I could have just rolled the

dice on that one,” he said. “At the end of the day,

the risk and the adrenaline are what we’re

here for. You’re relieved you don’t have to take

the risk, but at the same time, it’s like an

addict who doesn’t get his fix.”

B
elow big banana, as we were

approaching yet another gorge,

Troutman and I likely, and perhaps

even literally, dodged a bullet.

According to the map, flat water lay down-

stream, but these canyons tended to end badly,

so we left our boats on the riverbank and hiked

into the jungle to scout. The expedition had

made countless trips into this dense infinity of

green, and now I understood why the team

was covering less than one river mile per day,

putting it way behind schedule. The muddy

jungle floor held as much traction as an ice

rink. To make matters comically worse, it was

covered in places with soggy banana leaves.

After 45 minutes we had hiked just 200 feet.

We retreated, and a second group explored

the opposite bank. They returned two and

half hours later with news that we had just

wasted half a day scouting flat

water — a necessary but frus-

trating precaution.

When we finally pulled off

the river, a local explained that,

had Troutman and I gone much

farther, we would have stumbled

into a marijuana plantation

patrolled by armed guards. Not

the best place for a couple of

machete-wielding gringos wear-

ing crash helmets and life jackets

that resembled bulletproof vests.

The next morning the team

took on a classic stretch of Class

VI whitewater that began with

a 40-foot waterfall and ended

just above Tomata, which they

had run earlier out of sequence.

It was the last of the 13 miles the

boaters would complete, leav-

ing them short of their goal of

running the entire river. Still,

they had completed three miles

of first descent and kayaked,

portaged, rappelled, or jumped off 15 water-

falls of 30 feet or taller.

That last day, as rain clouds rolled in,

Stookesberry wanted one final waterfall, so we

drove to what we’d call Pablo’s Cascade. Ortiz

and I swam across the river upstream, and

when we got to the other side we learned that

this waterfall would probably never be run:

It was too big and rocky. We swam back and

met the team walking back to the truck.

Stookesberry was conspicuously absent.

Suddenly I heard a crashing sound — some-

one running furiously through the bush. It

was Stookesberry, eyes ablaze, out of breath.

“Wait!” he said sharply. He was already plan-

ning his return trip. “Downstream. There’s

another waterfall.”

HAD WE GONE MUCH FARTHER WE WOULD HAVE STUMBLED INTO

A MARIJUANA PLANTATION PATROLLED BY ARMED GUARDS.

WATCH IT

You can see the team paddle off

Tomata Falls and explore the rest of

the Rio Alseseca in River of Doubt:
Hotel Charley, Vol. 2, from Ben

Stookesberry’s Clear H2O Films. The

DVD also documents Stookesberry

expeditions in India, Costa Rica, and

Mexico ($30; clearh2ofilms.com).

DO IT

Even if you’re not ready to huck off

60-foot waterfalls or navigate Class VI

rapids, you can still get a taste of the

rivers of Veracruz, Mexico, with an

eight-day trip from Maryland-based

Liquid Adventures Kayak School. The

company offers expeditions for kayak-

ers of all levels. Beginners learn skills

on the Class II Rio Bobos, downstream

from the Alseseca and set inside the

Filobobos Ecological Reserve. On the

appropriately titled Ruins section,

kayakers beach their boats to explore

Totonacan ruins more than 1,000

years old. Intermediate and advanced

boaters can test their skills on the

Alseseca’s Class IV–V’s Roadside

section, home to the Twist &

Shout rapid. Experts hike through

banana groves downstream of

Tomata Falls, rappel 120 feet to the

river, then paddle seven waterfalls,

including a 35-foot slide ($1,480 for
eight days, includes room, board,
gear, and instruction; 301-229-0428,
liquidadventures.org).

THRILLS ON THE RIVER

Near the trip’s end, the team leaves Tlapacoyan for yet another river run.

You don’t have to risk a dislocated shoulder, internal bleeding, or worse to
experience the cantankerous waters of Veracruz. Here are two options:
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